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The researcher

Experience: past accomplishments

Creativity: ability to see beyond the obvious

Intellectual capacity: can develop ideas, crack problems

Reliability & commitment: will deliver on promises

Independence vs. team work:
not all articles with the same coauthors

Old vs. new collaborators for project
Why do you want to come/go specifically to Karlsruhe?

MSCA Individual Fellowship: career development,
e.g. to attain professional independence

No false modesty, but remain credible
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The project

Quality and credibility of research

Level of novelty

Explain why your scientific approach is feasible

Explain why the methodology your propose is appropriate

Have a clear end goal for your project
– but also visions beyond

Show why the project helps solve an important problem
or fills a need, e.g. in the experimental community

Acknowledge a dynamic world; targets may shift
If new physics is found at the LHC, then . . .

MSCA Individual Fellowship: quality of training
and supervision

Set ambitious but realistic targets
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The presentation

Who is the reader? What spread of levels?

Smooth transition from popular introduction to expert level.

Place your work in context: show the state of the art
and originality of your project

Show why your experience and potential equips you
to deliver your project

Don’t ignore the competition – show why you are better

Take help to check presentation

Tell a credible story
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Layout and language

Clear, organized structure (easy to find your way, to go back)

Headings, subheadings, bulleted lists, . . .

Avoid excessive italics, boldface or underline in running text

Spacious impression: font size, page size

Pictures, diagrams, tables to highlight key points
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Section a: Extended Synopsis of the scientific proposal 
 

PREAMBLE 

In high-energy collisions between two incoming particles the kinetic energy can be transformed into the 
production of new particles. At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN such a collision event can result 
in hundreds of outgoing particles, which are observed in the detectors surrounding the event vertex. The 
particles emerge seemingly at random, but with an underlying structure that often reflects a simple primary 
“hard” collision process, masked by further “soft” phenomena, and tempered by significant Quantum 
Mechanical random fluctuations. Thereby a wanted signal can become difficult to distinguish from an 
unwanted background, and a deep understanding of all steps of the collision process is needed to unravel 
what is going on. One of the key tools for doing just that is the event generator, where all known aspects of 
an event are modelled as precisely as possible, using Monte Carlo methods to emulate the random nature. 

 
The development of event generators is a part of the broader field of phenomenology, which forms the direct 
link between theory and experiment. Theory can define the basic rules of the game but, owing to 
computational complexity, it rarely can predict directly what experimentalists should be able to measure. 
Phenomenology is then about turning theory into meaningful predictions, on the one hand, and about 
interpreting complex data in terms of simpler underlying physics mechanisms, on the other. But simpler does 
not have to mean simple; actually a dozen or so different model components needs to be combined to 
describe the full complexity of LHC events. Each component plays by its own set of rules, partly derived 
from theory, partly deduced from experiment. Event generators offer the only known way to encode and 
combine all of these rules into a coherent view of high-energy collision processes.   

 
The Lund theoretical high energy physics group in general, and the PI in particular, have been deeply 
involved in the development of models for many of the above-mentioned models, and in the encoding of 
these into event generators. This has a highly visible international impact; the PYTHIA program of the PI is 
the world’s most frequently used and cited event generator, and plays an important role in nearly all LHC 
analyses to date.    

This proposal acknowledges the need for more phenomenology to handle the challenges posed by new data 
from the LHC and future colliders. This requires progress in several areas, where the PI and his group have 
the necessary expertise to take big strides forwards. The objectives of the proposal will be detailed below, 
but can be summarized as follows. 

Theory'
Phenomenology'
Event'generators'

Experiment'

A collision at the LHC, where 
charged particles are shown as 
yellow tracks emerging from 
the primary vertex, bent by the 
detector magnetic field, and 
neutral particles are indicated 
by red boxes where they hit 
calorimeters. This particular 
event is a real one, but it could 
equally well have been event-
generator output with a 
simulated detector response. 
 

This proposal version was submitted by Torbjörn Sjöstrand on 18/10/2014 11:21:16 CET. Issued by the Participant Portal Submission Service.

Clean & legible figures (older readers → reduced eyesight)

Cultivated but still accessible language (get → obtain)

Take help to check language (especially if non-native)

Should be readable and flow well
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Other issues

Good title + good acronym
Collider Phenomenology and Event Generators ⇒ MorePheno

Refer to the guidance and evaluation criteria when you are
writing your proposal – approach these like exam questions

Budget: if more than your salary, then table with numbers,
but also legible brief summary near the end of the running text

Work packages or not? Convenient for big collaborations, but
straightjacket for the smaller project. Subprojects?

Distribute full application to writers of recommendation letters

Start well ahead of deadlines, rewrite, get input, re-rewrite

Take grant writing seriously
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